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Abstract—Stochastic properties of behavior models are of interest to
the developer of a System of Systems (SoS) in order to gain insight to
the likelihood of potential outcomes of the system. Constraints added
to the system introduce changes to the inherent dependencies within a
representative Bayesian belief network; thereby impacting the system.
This paper defines a probability process model that may be used to
identify the probability of outcomes compliant with behavior models
defined in Monterey Phoenix (MP), with constraints added to the model.
Keywords—behavior model, Bayesian belief network, model checking,
system of systems, lightweight formal methods
I. INTRODUCTION
Monterey Phoenix (MP) has been shown to effectively model
SoS behaviors including those interactions among systems within the
System of Systems (SoS) and behaviors of the system interacting
with the environment [2, 9]. The developer of the SoS needs to be
concerned about enabling wanted behaviors, and as important, the de-
veloper must limit behaviors that are not wanted. Within the scope of
execution, MP, exhaustively identifies all possible outcomes, or traces.
Significantly, those traces with low probability, may be of significant
interest to the developer. These “rare” traces offer an opportunity
for the developer to expose hidden problems in the architecture, and
resolve these problems prior to expending resources in design and
development of the SoS. Since an MP model produces traces as
directed graphs without loops, the incorporation of a Bayesian belief
network becomes feasible, as outlined herein.
This research developed a probability process model that may be
employed to behavior models within MP, enabling the developer to
gain insight to the probability associated with each trace. This paper
also serves as a companion to a detailed description of applying MP
to a decision-logic model, identifying patterns of behavior associated
with emergency situations [15]. That same decision-logic model is
used as an example application for the script that executes the
probability process.
Bayesian belief networks have been used extensively to represent
real-world phenomena including reliability networks [13], learning
algorithms for visual data [7], and interpretation of environmental
data [23]. This paper employs the conditional probabilities associated
with a Baysian construct and is consistent with behavior interactions
developed described within MP. MP is available for anyone to use
(http://firebird.nps.edu/).
II. BACKGROUND
The proposed probability modeling proces relies upon fundamental
axioms [12, 5, 11, 22] outlined below, Given a set of events, A,
within a sample space, S, with discrete outcomes, N , the probability
of event, Ai, is a real number between zero and one, inclusive.
0 ≤ P (Ai) ≤ 1 (1)
The probability of the sample space, S, is one.
P (S) = 1 (2)
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Considering a second set of events, B, and if A and B are mutually
exclusive, the union of their probabilities are additive.
P (A ∪B) = P (A) + P (B) (3)
Furthermore, considering conditional probabilities [6, 10, 11], the
probability of the intersection of A and B is the probability of B given
A times the probability of A, which is also equal to the probability
of A given B times the probability of B. This relationship is the
fundamental rule for probability calculus.
P (A ∩B) = P (A,B) = P (B|A)P (A)
= P (A|B)P (B)
(4)
Bayes Theorem can be derived from the fundamental rule as
follows:




Song et al. [19] developed a means to derive probability states
from architectures developed in MP [3]. The authors defined several
systems in MP, and then translated these to a Probability Automation
or Automata (PA) construct [20], identifying states with associated
probabilities along each potential branch of execution. Song et al.
[19] then executed the models using an analysis tool, following a
PA construct developed by Segala [18, 17]. Nilles [14] also applied
statistical methods to MP models.
As defined in the grammar usage references [4], MP defines activ-
ities and interactions of system behaviors including the interactions
between the system and its environment, or among multiple systems
shared in the environment. Behaviors are described as a set of events
with two basic relations: precedence and inclusion. The MP schema,
or code, defines event sequence, interactions, and constraints, thereby
establishing a model of the system architecture. Execution of the
schema identifies all possible event traces, or possible outcomes,
within a defined scope.
A. An Illustration
In order to illustrate an example of conditional probability that also
adds constraints to a model, let us consider an illustration of a simple
problem. This illustration uses both an MP representation, and an
accompanying conditional probability description of that model.
1) Problem statement: Consider whether I am able to drive a car.
First, the car needs to exist, and then I may decide to drive the car or
not drive the car. For the sake of argument, assume that both events
have an individual probability of p=1/2.
Question: What is the probability of me not driving the car?
An MP model representing this condition consists of two root
events: the car and me. Each event has two options, separated by
a “pipe” character as follows:
SCHEMA Illustration
ROOT car: (exists | not_exist);
ROOT me: (drive | not_drive);
The following precedence relationship links the alternate events:
COORDINATE $e: (exists | not_exist),
$d: (drive | not_drive)
DO ADD $e PRECEDES $d; OD;
Since it is not impossible for me to drive a car that does not exist,
I need a constraint as follows:
ENSURE(#not_exist == 1 -> #drive == 0);
The constraint is just a special case of conditional probability, such
that the probability of driving a car that does not exist is zero, as
follows:
P (drive|car not exist) = 0 (6)
In order to maintain the second axiom listed in equation 2, the
probability of not driving a car that does not exist is one, written as
follows:
P (not drive|car not exist) = 1 (7)
Answer: As illustrated in Figures 1 and 2, and using equations
3 and 4, we find that the probability of not driving a car may be
represented as follows:
P (not drive) = P (not drive|car exists)+
+P (not drive|car not exist)
= P (trace2) + P (trace4)
= 1/2 + 1/4 = 3/4
(8)
Fig. 1. Probability model of driving a car.
Fig. 2. MP traces of a simple illustration.
2) More Constraints: Adding constraints to the probability model
may cause implications to the problem definition that may not be
immediately perceived by the developer. Consider adding a constraint
to the car example that eliminates trace 4, not driving a car that does
not exist. MP code and probability equation listed as follows:
ENSURE(#not_exist == 1 -> #not_drive == 0);
P (not drive|car not exist) = 0 (9)
As illustrated in equation 10 and Figure 3, the probability model
structure now substantially changes, since there is no possibility of
a car not existing. This fundamental change may not have been
perceived, and it may not be desirable to eliminate the non-existence
of the car, making the model potentially overly-constrained.
P (car not exist) = 0
P (car exists) = 1
(10)
Fig. 3. A potentially overly-constrained probability model of driving a car.
B. A Generalized Model
The previous illustration can easily be evaluated “by hand,” without
any particular tools. However, more intricate models require some
automated means to facilitate evaluation.
In order to illustrate how such an automated script might be
implemented, consider a general model consisting of three root events
(A, B, and C), with optional possibilities such that A has two options
(a1 or a2), B has three options (b1, b2, or b3), and C has two options
(c1 or c2). The MP code inherently defines the inclusion relationships
such that each option is subject to the respective hierarchy (e.g. a1
and a2 belong to the root A). For simplicity, precedence relationships
were not added to this simple model. The code is listed below, with





Execution of the MP code results in twelve potential combinations
of the alternative choices, as illustrated in Figure 4. This figure shows
the graphical output of MP on the right, with an associated probability
matrix on the left. The following section describes the probability
modeling employed on the generalized model, which is extensible
to other MP models, with certain limitations also defined in later
sections of the paper.
Fig. 4. A generalized model, showing MP traces on the right, and the
relationship to a probability structure in the matrix on the left.
C. Probability Process Model
The proposed probability process model is consistent with the
concepts derived from Probability Automation or Automata (PA) [20]
and trimming and classifying Bayesian belief networks [1, 8, 16].
1) Step One: Assign probability relationships: For the generalized
model example, equivalent probabilities for each alternative were
initially assigned to the probability matrix. As depicted in Figure
5, for each root event A, B, and C, the following probability of each
alternative was assigned as listed in equation (11).
P (a1) = P (a2) = 1/2
P (b1) = P (b2) = P (b3) = 1/3
P (c1) = P (c2) = 1/2
(11)
Fig. 5. Assigned probabilities to the simple model, indicating the initial
probability of each trace, if there were no constraints to the model.
This even distribution results in the probability of occurrence for
each of the twelve traces equal to 1/12, with at total probability of
one for all traces, as listed in Figure 5. It is interesting to note that
the precedence relationships in MP results in a directed graph that
give an indication of potential conditional probabilities that follow a
Bayesian belief network. As an example, the probability relationship
of c1 and c2 may be dependent upon a1, noting that care must be
given to maintain sum of the probability for the particular condition
is equal to one, as listed in equation (12).
P (c1|a1) = 1/4
P (c2|a1) = 3/4
P (c1|a1) + P (c2|a1) = 1
(12)
2) Step Two: Adding constraints: Adding constraints to the matrix,
consistent with the MP model, pose an additional set of conditional
probabilities.
A single constraint may be straightforward for the developer to
manage. As an example, consider a dependency on c1 such that
this alternative is removed if both a1 and b1 exist. Within MP, the
following code would be implemented in order to add the associated
constraint:
ENSURE (#a1 + #b1 == 2 -> #c1 == 0);
And so for the same condition, the only possibility would be for
c2 to be employed in the conditional logic, as listed in equation 13,
resulting in eleven remaining traces, and the adjusted probability.
P (c1|a1, b1) = 0
P (c2|a1, b1) = 1
(13)
Adding a second constraint such that if both a1 and b1 exist, then
the probability of both c1 and c2 are zero, as listed below.
ENSURE (#a1 + #b1 == 2 -> #c1 + #c2 == 0);
As shown in Figure 6, if both c1 and c2 are constrained, that
particular branch below b1 are eliminated in the matrix, resulting
in only ten remaining traces. Therefore, a method to prorate the
probabilities associated with b2 amd b3 becomes necessary in order
to derive the probability of the remaining traces.
Fig. 6. Adding constraints to the simple model, indicating the need to re-align
the probability structure.
3) Step Three: Prorate the remaining traces: This step relies upon
some assumption on the remaining distribution. Figure 7 illustrates
an even distribution of probability among b2 and b3, shown in black,
given the elimination of b1 due to the two constraints, as follows:
P (b1|a1) = 0
P (b2|a1) = P (b3|a1) = 1/2
(14)
such that
P (b1|a1) + P (b2|a1) + P (b3|a1) =
0 + 1/2 + 1/2 = 1
(15)
Fig. 7. Prorating the probability structure, showing the total probability of
all traces equal to one.
D. An automated script
The authors developed an automated script applicable to the belief
network derived from certain MP models. To describe how the script
functions, an index for each of the probabilities is identified as P (ai),
P (bj), and P (ck), where i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}, and k ∈ {1, 2}.
The steps in each pass of the iteration are illustrated in Figures 8 and
9, and summarized as follows:
• The first pass considered each sequence of P (ck) where (k ∈
1, 2). Evaluating each sequence, checking whether the sum of
probabilities in the sequence are equal to zero.
• If
∑
P (ck) = 0 for i = 1 and j = 1, then the associated
subset of probabilities, P (bj=1) are equal to zero, and the
probabilities, P (bj 6=1) need to follow some prorating scheme.
• Then following along the each sequence of pass 1, considering
each segment of P (ck) where (k ∈ 1, 2) is evaluated.
• Similarly, conduct a second pass, considering the segment
P (bj) where (j ∈ 1, 2, 3).
The total number of passes is the number of columns (a, b, and c)
minus one. And so for our example, only two passes were necessary.
Fig. 8. A single sequence of the script execution that prorates the probability
structure as needed to ensure the branch probability adds to one.
Fig. 9. Iterations of the probability process model for the first and second
pass, inspecting the red cells, and evenly prorating the black cells. Since there
are three columns, two passes necessary for the model.
E. Application to an MP Behavior Model
A behavior model, previously developed in MP [15], outlined the
sequence of alternative events in relationship to a leader and subordi-
nate interpreting a potentially dangerous environment as derived from
Syed [21].
Through MP, this decision-logic model produced a directed graph,
with the topology shown in Figure 10. The topology lends itself for
the developer to apply a Bayesian belief network, as illustrated in
Figure 11. Note that the structure of the belief network stems directly
from the decision model, with an additional conditional probability
through the applied constraints. This added a direct relationships from
the perception of the leader, A, to the leadership decision, F , indicated
by blue dotted line.















Fig. 11. Bayesian belief network derivation from the decision model,
indicating conditional probabilities for each node [15].
For this belief network, all seven events (A, B, C, D, E, F, and G)
are of two alternatives, so the associated index (i, j, k, m, n, p, and q)
is limited to the value of one or two. For all cases, an index of one is
considered favorable, and an index of two is considered unfavorable.
Uniform probabilities,
P = 1/2, were assigned to all elements of an associated probability
matrix . Without constraints, there are a potential of 27 = 128 traces,
and the probability of each trace, Ptrace, is 1/128.
1) Constraints: Adding constraints that are consistent with those
developed by MP [15] reduced the number of possible traces from 128
to 12. Each of these final twelve traces are considered as a template.
The constraints are listed as follows:
Constraint 1: If no problem exists, (k=1), then have a successful
outcome (q=1).
P (k = 1, q = 1) = 1;P (k = 1, q = 2) = 0
Constraint 2: If the subordinate makes no communication (m = 2),
then leader does not receive communication (n=2).
P (m = 2, n = 2) = 1;P (m = 2, n = 1) = 0
Constraint 3: If leader correctly perceives the environment,(i=1),
and receives no input from the subordinate,(n=2), then the leader
makes a correct decision.
P (i = 1, n = 2, p = 1) = 1;P (i = 1, n = 2, p = 2) = 0
Constraint 4: If the leader receives communication (n=1), the leader
makes a correct decision (p=1), and its corollary..
P (n = 1, p = 1) = 1;P (n = 1, p = 2) = 0;
P (n = 2, p = 1) = 0;P (n = 2, p = 2) = 1
Constraint 5: A correct decision, (p=1), leads to a successful
outcome (q=1), and its corollary.
P (p = 1, q = 1) = 1;P (p = 1, q = 2) = 0;
P (p = 2, q = 1) = 0;P (p = 2, q = 2) = 1
2) The Probability Process Model: As described in the previous
section, the probability process model script was used to prorate the
matrix. Since there are seven decisions (A through G), the script used
six passes through the matrix. The resulting probabilities for each
template are shown in Table I. The constraints resulted in twelve
and only twelve traces, each representing a template, with a total of
probabilities for all templates equal to one.
TABLE I. PROBABILITY OF EACH TRACE, GIVEN EQUAL PROBABILITY
OF EACH EVENT, WITH CONSTRAINTS.
Trace Ptrace Outcome Description
1 0.1250 Success Leader & subordinate correctly perceive a problem
2 0.1250 Success Leader & subordinate correctly perceive no problem
3 0.1250 Success Subordinate fails to perceive a real problem
4 0.1250 Success Subordinate perceives an unreal problem
5 0.0313 Success Leader listens to subordinate
6 0.1250 Success Leader perceived an unreal problem
7 0.0313 Success Incorrect perception, but correct decision
8 0.1250 Success Incorrect perception, but no problem exists
9 0.0313 Failure Leader fails to consider subordinate input
10 0.0625 Failure Subordinate fails to communicate a problem
11 0.0313 Failure Subordinate communicates incorrect perception
12 0.0625 Failure All conditions unfavorable
Total 1.0
Accordingly, the probability of a successful and failed outcomes








Ptrace i = 0.1825
(16)
3) Probability assumptions: The previous results were for equal
probability of each action, p = 1/2, with applied constraints and
prorating the associated matrix. Now let us consider changes to those
initial parameters in order to gain an appreciation for the effects on
the probability of a successful outcome. The following changes to the
relative probability assignments were implemented:
Assumption 1: A problem exists, (k=2), only ten percent of the time.
P (k = 1) = 0.90;P (k = 2) = 0.10
Assumption 2: The leader correctly perceives the environment, (i=1),
seventy-five percent of the time.
P (i = 1) = 0.75;P (i = 2) = 0.25
Assumption 3: The subordinate correctly perceives the environment,
(j=1), seventy-five percent of the time.
P (j = 1) = 0.75;P (j = 2) = 0.25
Assumption 4: If the subordinate has an accurate perception (j=1),
then the subordinate communicates (m=1) eighty percent of the time.
P (j = 1,m = 1) = 0.80, P (j = 1,m = 2) = 0.20
Assumption 5: If the subordinate communicates (m=1), then the
leader receives the information, (n=1), ninety percent of the time.
P (m = 1, n = 1) = 0.90, P (m = 1, n = 2) = 0.10
Then, after applying the same five constraints used previously,









Ptrace i = 0.0087
(17)
IV. DISCUSSION
Implications of the stochastic relationships of the decision model
include the effect of increased scope and other limitations of the
probability process model as applied to an MP model. These are
discussed separately, as follows:
A. Increased scope
One of the implications of applying the stochastic relationships to
the decision model are the effects of increased scope of execution.
Increased scope from one to two, includes all of the traces from scope
one, plus additional traces with the iteration of two subordinates.
Since valid MP traces have some with one subordinate and some
with two subordinates, the topology differs for each of these condi-
tions. Therefore, the developer would need to consider each series of
configurations separately. Figure 12 illustrates the change from scope
one to two.
Those traces with two subordinates, increase the number of deci-
sions (with two alternatives) from seven to nine, and so the number
of potential outcomes is 29 = 512. Employing the previous con-
straints, and executing the model, resulted in seventy-six traces. Each
subordinate has an independent perception of the environment, and
each decides whether to communicate with the leader. Dependencies
among the subordinates may change their decision processes, such
as “well, if you see the same thing that I do, then I will defer
to you.” And so the conditional probability assignments need to be
reconsidered.
Furthermore, the leadership decision now is complicated with
multiple inputs. The leader may have conflicting inputs from the two
subordinates, two incorrect inputs, or two correct inputs. Nonetheless,
the analysis would need to be conducted again to address the topology
changes of increased scope. These considerations illustrate that even
a simple change could have significant impact to the number of
possible outcomes; and that the probability of any outcome may not
be immediately obvious.
Fig. 12. Decision model with increased scope.
B. Limitations of Applying the Probability Process Model to Mon-
terey Phoenix (MP)
The grammar rules within Monterey Phoenix (MP) allow the
developer to implement a great deal of flexibility in order to build
both simple and complex models, based on the foundation principles
of inclusion and precedence. Structures within MP may change due to
the iteration of composite events, coordination of concurrent events,
and trimming event traces through coordination commands. As an
example using the car illustration, if the developer imposes the
following coordination commands, then both traces two and three
are eliminated even without any constraint on the model.
COORDINATE $e: exists,
$d: drive
DO ADD $e PRECEDES $d; OD;
In this case, the probability process model would no longer match
the MP model, because it is not easy to identify the constraints that
were applied within the MP trace generator. Therefore, the developer
needs to rely upon several heuristics that helps to ensure that the
structures are consistent. These heuristics are summarized as follows:
• Within MP, ensure coordination does not constrain the model
and avoid iterations due to an increased scope such that all
traces are valid and have the same topology.
• Within MP, apply each constraint individually to both MP and
the probability process model to ensure that the same number
of valid traces result from each constraint.
• Use the MP output to identify a Bayesian belief network and
associated probability matrix.
• Identify the probabilities that populate a representative proba-
bility matrix, including conditional probabilities.
• Develop a distribution approach for prorating the remaining
traces. The examples discussed in this paper used a uniform
re-distribution.
• Consider whether the model is over-constrained, indicated by
limitations to the original problem, preventing assignment of
individual event probabilities. The car illustration presented an
example of an over-constrained model.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper demonstrated a probability process model that may be
employed to Monterey Phoenix (MP) thereby enabling calculation of
individual probability of the occurrence of any particular outcome
of the model. The MP construct offers the developer an ability to
gain insight to the dependencies within the SoS design, including an
influence of the Bayesian belief network. Of particular interest was the
effect of constraints on the model; these constraints may be considered
as a special case of conditional probability. The importance of
understanding the stochastic properties of the behaviors within the
system enables a developer to modify or constrain the behaviors of
a system.
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